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Napoleon And The Hundred Days By Stephen Coote How an easy suggestion by reading can enhance you
to be a successful individual? Reading Napoleon And The Hundred Days By Stephen Coote is a quite basic
task. However, how can many people be so careless to read? They will certainly prefer to invest their spare
time to talking or socializing. When as a matter of fact, reading Napoleon And The Hundred Days By
Stephen Coote will certainly give you a lot more possibilities to be effective completed with the efforts.

From Publishers Weekly
This literary, almost novelistic treatment of the 100 days between Napoleon's escape from Elba and his
capitulation after Waterloo uses the period as a lens through which to examine his character in general. By so
doing, Coote (A Play of Passion: The Life of Sir Walter Raleigh) manages to give the reader a panoramic
view of the emperor's life, not simply a focused study of the events of the Hundred Days. From Napoleon's
unwillingness to concede the impossibility of even his most far-fetched plans to his megalomaniacal
identification of Europe's destiny with his own, Coote illustrates the increasingly disastrous consequences of
Bonaparte's temperament and character by comparing episodes of his return to power (such as the Additional
Act, the Champs de Mai and the battle of Waterloo) to those of his initial rise (the Code Napoleon, the
coronation in Notre Dame and the battle of the Bridge of Lodi). Throughout, Coote's prose is a delight, and
his knack for description and characterization make men like Talleyrand, Fouché and Louis XVIII almost
palpable (of Fouché, he writes, "dressed in plain black clothes amid all the brilliant decor and brighter
uniforms of the palace and its courtiers, Fouché gave the uncomfortable impression of being a monk
disguised in evening dress, of being something other than what he seemed"). Overall, this accessible work is
reminiscent of the finest classical Roman histories and biographies. Although Coote's volume will be of great
interest to those already familiar with Napoleonic history, he provides enough background information to
make such familiarity unnecessary.
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Booklist
A fittingly impetuous conclusion to his controversial impact on history, Napoleon's return to power in 1815--
nullified by the Battle of Waterloo--was chronicled in Napoleon biographer Alan Schom's One Hundred
Days (1993). Coote (Samuel Pepys, 2001) traverses the same terrain in a more popular, less scholarly
manner, spicing a fast-moving story with pithy characterizations of the main figures involved. Napoleon's
escape from exile and return to France with several hundred followers confronted officials of the shakily
restored Bourbon regime, from local prefects to the ministers of Louis XVIII, with a decision about whether
to turn coats or not. Coote smoothly dramatizes Napoleon's progress to Paris where, reenthroned as emperor,
he politically posed as the liberal that the wars he previously conducted had prevented him from being.
Singed by experience, the victors of 1814 rejected the new and improved Napoleon, declared him an outlaw,
and mobilized. Sketching in attributes of Napoleon--charisma and egotism--that propelled the madcap
adventure, Coote delivers a splendidly flowing rendition of the tragic affair. Gilbert Taylor
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved



Review
"A superior read...[Coote] provides the kind of color that distinguishes any history worth its salt." -- Boston
Globe 2/24/05

"An excellent general history...[that] allows us to contemplate how Europe came to be what it is today." --
Metro West Daily News 1/30/05

"Coote has produced a winning book...This is a readable, informative addition to the literature of Napoleon."
-- Library Journal 2/15/05

"Coote has provided an insight into Napoleon, European political history, and the very nature of despotism."
-- Roanoke Times 4/24/05

"Coote's eye for detail and sprightly prose make Napoleon and the Hundred Days a sweeping and insightful
narrative." -- Washington Post Book World 3/6/05

"Engaging...gripping, fast-paced and lushly told, this is one of the best history books I've read in awhile." --
Read Magazine

"Gripping...Coote is masterly in his battle summaries." -- Bloomberg News 2/24/05
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Why ought to await some days to get or obtain guide Napoleon And The Hundred Days By Stephen
Coote that you order? Why need to you take it if you can get Napoleon And The Hundred Days By Stephen
Coote the quicker one? You could discover the same book that you order here. This is it guide Napoleon And
The Hundred Days By Stephen Coote that you could obtain straight after buying. This Napoleon And The
Hundred Days By Stephen Coote is popular book in the world, certainly lots of people will certainly try to
possess it. Why do not you end up being the initial? Still perplexed with the means?

When visiting take the experience or thoughts types others, publication Napoleon And The Hundred Days By
Stephen Coote can be a good source. It holds true. You could read this Napoleon And The Hundred Days By
Stephen Coote as the resource that can be downloaded and install below. The method to download and install
is also simple. You could visit the link web page that we provide and afterwards acquire the book to make a
deal. Download Napoleon And The Hundred Days By Stephen Coote and you can put aside in your own
tool.

Downloading and install the book Napoleon And The Hundred Days By Stephen Coote in this internet site
listings could provide you much more benefits. It will certainly show you the most effective book collections
as well as finished collections. Numerous books can be discovered in this website. So, this is not only this
Napoleon And The Hundred Days By Stephen Coote Nevertheless, this publication is referred to read due to
the fact that it is an inspiring publication to provide you a lot more chance to obtain encounters and also
thoughts. This is simple, review the soft documents of the book Napoleon And The Hundred Days By
Stephen Coote and also you get it.
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In Vienna, 1815, as the political aristocrats of Europe assemble to determine the fate of the continent after
defeating Napoleon, the news arrived that Napoleon had escaped captivity and was returning to France.
Bonaparte-the revolutionary turned emperor and "disturber of the world's peace"-was fast approaching Paris,
gathering troops and taking cities without firing a single shot. He had returned, and it would be just one
hundred days before he met his enemies in a final, epic battle.In Napoleon and the Hundred Days, Stephen
Coote vividly re-creates the rise and fall of Bonaparte's empire, and brings to life the characters who shaped
it: Wellington, Britain's Iron Duke; Josephine, Napoleon's great love; Talleyrand, his duplicitous minister;
Fouché, the sinister head of the secret police; Blücher, the uncouth yet courageous Prussian commander; and,
of course, Napoleon himself. Displaying his customary blend of a historian's eye and a novelist's dramatic
style, Stephen Coote describes how the path to war became inevitable and how, at the battle at Waterloo, the
fatigued but ever arrogant Napoleon met his match. This is a dazzling portrait of the legendary emperor,
whose genius, courage, and tenacity won-and lost-him a vast empire.
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Most helpful customer reviews

2 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
From Elba to St. Helena
By Christian Schlect
A melodramatic rendering of the final days of Napoleon's rule. The English author, Stephen Coote, plows
ground already fully developed by many first-rate historians. He seems to keep accurately to the basic plot
line, while lending his own often over-wrought descriptive take to whatever matter is at hand. Not a bad
book for an airline flight, but not a top-flight history.

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Fit only for compost lining
By Amazon Customer



Only the second book I have ever thrown in the rubbish bin, the first was Alan Schom's biography of
Napoleon, and if I'd realised Coote was a student of Schom's I wouldn't have bought the book in the first
place. I actually got it from a discount bin for $5 and it was still seriously overpriced. Both Schom and Coote
have a fixation with Napoleon's "mental disorders" and the size of his penis. I made it about half-way
through, more out of morbid curiosity before throwing it away in disgust. And this point, the 100 days hadn't
actually started.

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Napoleon and the Hundred Days Book Review
By R. Stull
Napoleon and the Hundred Days is an insightful book that vividly describes Napoleon and his campaigns
throughout Europe. Coote finds a way to capture the reader in his book that makes one never want to put
down the book. The writing style is such that one could have little to no background knowledge on the life
and campaigns of Napoleon, but by the end of the book, have a knowledgeable outlook on the subject. This
book is unique in how it does not concentrate on only one area in its description. One may read a great
description of Napoleon himself, and a few lines later about the French Society at that time period. One of
the highlights of the book for me was the description of The Battle of Waterloo. This book is written in a
way that one can envision oneself in the shoes of the common foot soldier, as well as Napoleon himself. I
could see myself in the midst of the hurling iron and shell that was passed back and forth between
Napoleon's forces and the allies. Napoleon's emotions of first anger and then sorrow can be clearly seen
through Coote's writing. In my opinion, the description of Waterloo is one of the best descriptions I have
read on the subject of Napoleon. After the book is finished, one feels a sense of assurance that an accurate
historical understanding of Napoleon has been obtained. Napoleon and the Hundred Days will go down in
my book list, as one of the best novels written on Napoleon and his great campaigns.

See all 8 customer reviews...
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Your perception of this publication Napoleon And The Hundred Days By Stephen Coote will certainly
lead you to obtain just what you precisely require. As one of the motivating books, this publication will
certainly offer the presence of this leaded Napoleon And The Hundred Days By Stephen Coote to gather.
Also it is juts soft file; it can be your collective documents in gizmo and also other tool. The vital is that
usage this soft data publication Napoleon And The Hundred Days By Stephen Coote to check out and take
the perks. It is just what we imply as book Napoleon And The Hundred Days By Stephen Coote will
certainly boost your ideas as well as mind. After that, reviewing publication will certainly likewise boost
your life high quality much better by taking good activity in well balanced.
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